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It might be difficult for some people to not understand that the Gods themselves are behind the Joy of Satan. For those who follow closely, they understand the meaning of this, and get to also experience this in their own life. It should be obvious to the observant people, but others will purposefully neglect this fact.

Everyone is welcome to use the search feature in the forums, and find for themselves how the JoS, members, etc. have unveiled many conspiracies. It is of great benefit to listen.

Think for yourself: Hasn't this place predicted all things as they came? We have. Why? Because there is a very necessary reason to do so, and the Gods do issue warnings. Our job is to listen and to make things better.

There are many knowledgeable people and so on on the earth. They know numerous things. Economics, sciences, the list goes. The Joy of Satan ever since the start of the Pandemic, we have been more vocal on certain aspects. The reason we have been doing this is because of a dangerous precedent for the future of humanity, and the need to raise awareness.

HPS Maxine's warnings have been issued way before any "Public" ones. The same goes for mine. One just needs to observe how the economy is performing, to understand what is going on with all this. We have explained to you how it's all going to unfold every step of the way, and unfortunately for everyone on the world, it has been.

The above is understandable when one realizes how the enemy behaves and what their goals are. With the help of the Gods, then one can see reality for what it is. The last two years were not to protect you from a "pandemic". If this was to any percent, it was less than a double digit percent in the context of a full 100% bar.

The proof of this is that many Nations are done with this, without having to engage into not even as 10% of measures of coercion and abuse as others, which, if we are to be frank, are literally stalling still because of this very lizardine approach.

The rest 90% or so of it, was control expansion and Great Reset preliminary implementations for many Nations.

When these people literally write these books and tell you their "Agenda", it takes to have the mind of a retard to not take this into any consideration, given the extensive financial and political power these people possess, but also seeing that many heads of States for example were sitting on Klaus's lap since they were 20, and now they are appointed to Great Reset you. Trudaeu is one of his students among many others.
Stripping your freedoms away over soft-core pandemic used as a proxy, transferring debts on you on the Jewish Year of Semitah through incessant "Energy Crisis" and other factors, agendas being enforced on artificial scarcity - it doesn't take a lot of a mind to understand where this is all going or where this has come from. But one must have read specific things to understand how it all ties together. For the rest, it will just be "Difficult times".

One must however be a little smart here too. So, the moment we are moving out of the Pandemic, suddenly the world's powers are ruffling feathers to start a war. It's almost as if they want to give the people literally no rest.

Most people will decide to live in a bubble. Those who have spiritual knowledge and the help of the Gods, you will fare through these times with far less damage than others or closely none. Many people will endure devastating inner and outer damage. You won't.

The meltdown of the enemy and their attacks have been intensifying the more people have been understanding them and slowly gathering strength to change things. A revolution of both values and understanding of the world is taking place within the last years. There are sides to this.

As we approach the end of the Age of Pisces, which was an Age that was made by the enemy into one of delusion and brutality, the enemy who sits on positions will start behaving as they did in the Middle Ages, in a form of a repeat.

It doesn't take much to understand what the above means if you look at Canada. Trudeau's government has threatened people of taking their children away for supporting the Truckers. Trudeau's acting like a mad "dictator" now. The "Pandemic" and all these measures were way worse than any "Authoritarian" government has instated in the past.

When I was growing up, we were being told about "Evil Nazis", and everything else. Everyone here knows the claims. Now, there is one particular thing: everything people say "Nazis did" has happened x100. Arguably, a holocaust of both pandemic negligence and lying has occurred. Freedoms are out of the window, with citizens requiring a "Vaccine passport" to even go shopping.

You couldn't go out of your house. The "Bastions of Democracy" like Australia and Germany literally did built "Concentration Camps" for the unvaccinated and "vaccine deniers".

Given the unsuccessful results of the vaccine, that has nothing to do with our failed 2 year investment in a mostly bogus one, but about one's political beliefs and if they want to ascribe to this Agenda or not. Primarily, these "camps", that's for anyone who didn't comply with their measures.

Even Politicians are currently divided over this, some Nations who actually respect anything about their people and existence have stopped. They were wise. The current of the Age of Aquarius will rest better on them and their Nations. Those however that insist in the lizardine ways of the previous era, will receive punishments both on a National but also on an individual level.
They of course think they will get away with it, because they had a temporary victory now with all this. They feel high that for two years they locked in people like chickens and that this whole situation half-baked walked its ass out of the door. But that's not enough. Despite of this failure, they are continuing.

It is not a coincidence that the continuing "Nations" are those that HAPPEN to also be, somehow, be ruled by people that are Klaus Schwab's students...

Tyrannical governments have also been frequently been blamed on fiscal mismanagement. This wasn't really true for any of the actual Nationalist "Authoritarian" governments, but one just needs to do at where the US economy is heading, or how the Stock Market goes, to understand how all of the enemy's works in the last 3 years are reflecting on people's livelihoods and pockets.

I have been having a difficult time in the last 3-4 years to understand what the "Nazis", even based on the enemy's claims, have done so much more than the modern "Free Western World". Even twitter, cancel culture, banning free speech through mobs, everything ties into the literal blueprint of Communism.

We live in such a "Free World" that literally all its "Freedom" has vanished in just two years, and the rest of it is hanging from a thread. We have to literally worship a Jew such as the owner of YouTube to express our opinion or dislike online.

At the same rate, Youtube allows financial scams on the platform ad nauseum, costing people hundreds of millions, but they indeed found the way to ban all the "Evil Nazis" as early as 2017. But they can't stop all the fake "Donate to this Bitcoin" frauds that are all over Youtube. Stunning.

For us who know the underlying occult reality here, but also know history, we know that not even 10% of this happened in any so called "Germany".

It's just because the Jews have had a beef with the Germans, they just projected their whole insanity and schizophrenia on claims of the "Nazi Government". It could have been anyone else. We know, that as this day, they own the media like they do today.

As Hitler called them for hoaxing in his day, they hoaxed incessantly now and multiplied the focus on a Pandemic, or they praise a full-blown war with Russia. Israel of course will be involved nowhere but just looting the gold from the corpses of what this might produce.

At this point where we are at, the theory that China is that much worse than the "Western World" in regards to "Rights", or the idea that "Centralized Authority" is something that doesn't exist in the West, has been blown the lid of as a lie of the past that is not proved by the present. There are still layers of defense to this in the United States, but the purposeful erosion of these is clearly on the accelerate function.

People react now because many are seeing that we'll be Communist China in no time. It takes a QR code first, then a "Citizen Grading" platform, then to link everything to this QR,
and then to stamp this QR on your forehead. It doesn't take a lot of IQ to understand that any Government, let alone the Globalists who motivate State leaders to act in these manners, would want this dystopia which they also have the nerve to present as an "Ideal World".

Clearly, people in the Western World do not want this, which is also what is being purposefully suppressed by repressing the news on the Yellow Vests or the Truckers, calling them crazies, lunatics and "Anti-vaxxing terrorists", while they indeed just want to promote certain values that used to be the defaults for the Western World. By extension, this reflected also on other Nations who progressively adopted the same road to National wellbeing.

Everything Soviets and others did, they blamed onto Hitler, sort of how the Vatican does all the "sins" yet has named "Satan" as the "Father of Sin".

Slowly, people will universally understand that the real haters of freedom are actually the "Liberals", or those that strongly have tried to shill that they were 'Pro Freedom', yet lo and behold, when the Great Reset is not followed with, they attack humanity and any human integrity from all sides.

Their actions speak for themselves. Actions speak louder than theories here.

As they of course have their own plans, the Gods and the side that wants to do the good thing, has other plans. The above think they might succeed; they are in fact pretending to be certain. But are they succeeding? Doesn't look like it.

So, we entered the "abuse them" phase, hoping that they get the outcome they want.

Needless to say, the above direction with "Pandemics" and all, was pre-planned and laid out situation is known to many as early as 10 or 15 years ago. Maybe not with all the predicted details we give or all the depth, but closely enough.

We were about the same amount of people 5 years ago. Where was all this talk about the super pandemics and all? Now, we almost have to behave that since Billy opened his mouth, that's going to be our life forever.

What changed? Well nothing really, but that they decided to start on with putting certain plans in motion.

Those that know even more knowledge in regards to how the fabric of the world works, and how vibration affects reality, thought power shapes everything and so on, will understand beyond any doubt why the Joy of Satan is given this mission by the Gods to act to do this important task of taking on them the spiritual undoing of this whole thing.

Over the years, I have seen how many waste their time trying to prove the Gods wrong or whatever, or the Joy of Satan this or that, focusing on rather trivial matters. Of all times, that's the biggest waste of time to do now.
The enemy is currently going for full on implementations, yet you have many fools who still question if Klaus's Agenda or the Jewish Agenda do exist, even though, both are written down and you get to see these every day. That's the definition of being a fool. That level of sleep is not what one can have and reasonably call themselves a “woke” individual.

The Joy of Satan emphasizes on listening. There is no coercion to accept anything that we say, nor violence, nor you have to have a QR code and ascribe to our beliefs or you'll go to eternal hellfire Australia's “anti-vaxx” camp… For... Rehabilitation.

Ancient Religions didn't forcibly convert, coerce, or attack people. They were based on Truth and understanding. If you wanted to join the side of the Gods, that was be of great benefit to you. If not, then were free to that choice. The enemy however does not recognize this right at all.

Not listening can have some bad outcomes. Even if certain people don't want to ascribe to "everything" here, just at least take the things that matter for the future and try to do the right thing.

It's clearly NOT right of us to exist in a dystopia, NONE of the people on earth. If anyone thinks that is right, then we cannot reconcile our direction as we are opposite.

Considering the future and how everything is going, that doesn't look like it's really the best thing to do. Living in bubbles and ignorance, doesn't seem anymore to be the best policy. Neither does it look like the best policy to life right now is to deny all that could potentially be of help to you.

That is not the first time many "humans" as a society at large blocked help from the Gods when it was available. It has happened before. Never ends well for these people.

Finally, for those who want to remain strong, positive and also come out stronger through these times, in contrast to the world who might get flattened en masse on it, use what knowledge the Joy of Satan gives, adapt this to evolve your mentality, and prosper spiritually, materially and physically. That will come as a result of discovering inner strength which is not available anywhere else.

We have nothing to fear and we are supreme.

Keep calm, stay strong and HAIL SATAN!!!!
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